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ComPaCtion

DieSeKo groUP groUnD imProVement

rePlaCement

The Dieseko Group, which was established in 

1974, is a manufacturer of a wide range of 

products for the foundation industry. The range is 

divided into five product lines: vibratory hammers 

and impact hammers, piling and drilling rigs, soil 

improvement equipment, dredging equipment and 

hydraulic power units.

Dieseko Group is owner of the brands PVE Piling 

& Vibro Equipment, ICE International Construction 

Equipment and Woltman Piling & Drilling Rigs. 

Dieseko Group also supplies Bell Dredging 

equipment. 

Dieseko Group engineers develop foundation 

equipment in accordance with the latest 

regulations. The experienced engineers in the sales 

and rental department have a profound knowledge 

of the equipment and are always standing by to 

advise clients on their specific needs. Spare parts 

are in stock for all machines, which can be shipped 

quickly to dealers and clients worldwide, to avoid 

downtime on projects. Service engineers are 

available 24/7 to support clients on site. 

With over 60 dealers and branches worldwide, 

Dieseko Group is a reliable partner for all 

foundation contractors for consultation, sales, 

rental and financing.
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ICE International Construction Equipment is part of the Dieseko 

Group, specialized in engineering, manufacturing, rental and 

sales of piling and vibro equipment and power packs. ICE has 

become the largest manufacturer of piling equipment, thanks 

to its ongoing efforts in optimizing quality and performance. 

With a worldwide distribution and service network ICE has 

an outstanding service performance. We know that when a 

foundation is solid, you can build on it. 

The ICE Vibroflots are specifically designed for most challenging 

circumstances all over the world. The modular construction is a 

typical characteristic of the ICE Vibroflot series V180 and V230. 

The machines are built according to the latest industry and 

environmental standards. The equipment is easy to use, reliable 

and durable with its state of art hydraulic powering.

“With our own product development department 

we can go ahead with innovations  

nobody else would even try”

hydraulic motor

high quality bearings

eccentric weight

nose cone

water jet pipes (2x)



VibroFlotation
the PrinCiPle

Under the influence of the induced 

vibration, the soil particles are 

rearranged and compacted. The 

vibrating and oscillating movement 

of the Vibroflot is generated by the 

hydraulic powered eccentric weight. 

At full water pressure the oscillating 

vibrator penetrates to the design depth 

and is surged up and down to agitate 

the soil. At full depth the water flow 

is reduced or stopped. The volume 

reduction of the compacted soil can 

reach compaction values up to 15%.

Vibroflotation, also known as vibro compaction was 

developed in the 1930’s. The process involves the use of 

our down-hole vibrator (Vibroflot), which is lowered into the 

ground to compact the soils at depth. The method is used 

to increase bearing capacity, reduce foundation settlements, 

reduce seismic subsidence and liquefaction potential, and 

permit construction on loose granular fills.

Our Vibroflots can be used for the most common 

techniques of ground improvement:  

Vibro compaction: compacting coarse grain soil (sand) 

structures.

Vibro replacement: when the soil is too fine, or too silty, 

reinforcing elements are included with the wet top feed or 

dry bottom feed method.



The Vibroflot is suspended from a 

standard crawler crane and is lowered 

into the ground, assisted by its weight, 

vibration, and typically water jets in its 

tip.

The compaction starts at the bottom of the treatment 

depth. The Vibroflot is then either raised at a certain 

rate or repeatedly raised and lowered as it is extracted. 

Rearranging the surrounding granular soils into a denser 

configuration, can achieve relative densities of 70 to 85%.

Treatment as deep as 40m has been achieved. Sand is 

added around the Vibroflot at the ground surface and 

lowers around the Vibroflot to its tip to compensate the 

volume reduction during densification. 

If no sand is added, the in situ sands will cave in, 

resulting in a decline in the ground  surface. Loose sand 

will experience a 10 to 15% volume reduction during 

densification. Coarser backfill, up to gravel size, improves 

the effectiveness of the technique, especially in silty soils. 

VibroFlotation 
ComPaCtion 

Vibro ComPaCtion reSUltS

ground type Relative effectiveness

Sands Excellent

Silty sands Marginal to good

Silts Poor

Clays Not applicable

Mine spoils Good (if clean granular)

Dumped fill Dependent on nature of fill

Vibro rePlaCement reSUltS

ground type Relative effectiveness

Densification Reinforcement

Sands Excellent Very good

Silty sands Very good Very good

Silts Good Excellent

Clays Marginal Excellent

Mine spoils Excellent, depends on graduation Good

Dumped fill Good Good

Main Parts

A Vibroflot

B Wear mantel

C Water pipe incl. 

 side water jets

F  Follower tube(s)

I  Hose guide

H Lifting head

Compaction configuration
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Stone columns refer to columns of compacted, 

gravel size stone particles to improve the 

performance of soft or loose soils. The stone 

particles can be compacted with the ICE 

Vibroflot. The method is used to increase 

bearing capacity, reduce foundation settlements, 

improve slope stability, reduce seismic 

subsidence, reduce lateral spreading and 

liquefaction potential, permit construction on 

loose/soft fills.

Applicable soil types: Stone columns improve the performance of soils 

in two ways:

WET TOP FEED densification and reinforcement of surrounding 

granular soil;

DRY BOTTOM FEED reinforcing the soil with a stiffer higher shear 

strength column.

 

VibroFlotation 
rePlaCement 

rePlaCement wet toP FeeD 
The column construction starts at the bottom of the 

treatment depth and proceeds to the surface. The Vibroflot 

penetrates into the ground, assisted by its weight, vibration, 

and typically water jets in its tip. 

A wheeled loader places stone particles around the 

Vibroflot at the ground surface and the stones lower to the 

tip of the Vibroflot through the flushing water around the 

exterior of the Vibroflot. These can be sand poles, grind 

poles or a mixture of other suitable materials. The Vibroflot 

is then raised a couple of decimeters and the stones lower 

around the Vibroflot to the tip, filling the cavity formed as 

the Vibroflot is raised.  

The Vibroflot is then repeatedly raised and lowered as it is 

extracted, compacting and displacing the stones.

rePlaCement Dry bottom FeeD
In this procedure the stone particles are fed to the tip of the 

Vibroflot through a material transfer pipe which is fastened 

to the side of the Vibroflot. A stone hopper is filled with 

stones on the ground with a wheeled loader and a separate 

cable lifts the hopper to a material storage container at the 

top of the transfer pipe. The stone particles are rammed 

and compacted with the Vibroflot.














